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Abstract 
Cloud-based technology is used in different organizations 
around the world for various purposes. Using this technology, 
the service providers provide the service mainly SaaS, PaaS and 
while the cloud service consumer consumes the services by 
paying for the service they used or accessed by the principle of 
“pay per use”. The customer of the services can get any services 
being at different places or locations using different machines or 
electronic devices. Under the conditions of being well organized 
and having all necessary infrastructures, the services can be 
accessed suitably. The identified problem in this study is that 
cloud providers control and monitor the system or tools by 
ignoring the calculation and consideration of various faults made 
from the cloud provider side during service delivery. There are 
currently problems with ignoring the consumer or client during 
the monitoring and mentoring system for cloud services 
consumed at the customer or client level by SLA provisions. The 
new framework was developed to address the above-mentioned 
problems. The framework was developed as a unified modeling 
language. Eight basic components are used to develop the 
framework. For this research, the researcher developed a 
prototype by using a selected cloud tool to simulate and java 
programming language to write a code as well as MySQL to 
store data during SLA. The researcher used different criteria to 
validate the developed framework i.e. to validate SLA that is 
concerned with a cloud service provider, validate what happened 
when the request from the client-side is less than what is 
specified in SLA and above what is specified in SLA as well as 
implementing the monitoring mechanism using the developed 
Monitoring component. The researcher observed that with the 
1st and 3rd criteria the service level agreement was violated and 
this indicated that if the Service level agreement is monitored or 
managed only by cloud service prover, there is a violation of 
LSA. Therefore, the researcher recommended that the service 
level agreement be managed by both cloud service providers and 
service consumers in the cloud computing environment. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Currently, communication is the backbone of every 
organization that performs its operations in day-to-day 
activities. Information communication plays an important 
role in the development of every country. Cloud 
computing services are simple, user-friendly, and 

convenient to access at any time, from any location, and 
on any device. Several studies and case studies have 
revealed a recurring issue: monopolization of measuring 
and metering of consumer billing for Cloud Services 
consumed [1].Now a day the world is adopting cloud 
computing technology to provide and consume cloud-
based services. According to NIST [2], cloud computing 
is defined as "a model for enabling universal, suitable, on-
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 
computing resources." Cloud computing has very 
important features that make cloud service simple, 
suitable, on-demand self-service, broad network access, 
and resource pooling [3-7]. 

 
Cloud computing services are delivered through 

software as a service, platform as a service, and 
infrastructure as a service delivery models. The main 
important characteristic of cloud computing services is 
Pay peruse, we only pay for the services we used and this 
makes the cloud acceptable and spread over the world. 
However, some cloud providers are not always 
accountable for the services they promised to provide to 
end-users under service level agreement [1,7]. Service 
level agreements are the guarantee of both cloud service 
providers and cloud service consumers but Cloud Service 
Providers (CSPs) have hidden mentoring tools, ignoring 
the calculation and consideration of service defects such 
as downtime, service outage, poor performance, and client 
service migration delays during server overloads.  

 
Currently, there is a lack of a parallel monitoring and 

metering system for cloud services consumed at the 
customer level under the provisions of SLAs. The Cloud 
Governance Tier has not provided any flexibility or utility 
for monitoring such consumed cloud services at the client 
tier alongside the CSP tier [7,8]. Notably, In the cloud 
computing environment, there are three major 
components (Figure 1). The first layer of this component 
is the consumer or broker of cloud services. The second 
layer consists of applications such as web, mobile, 
desktop, or laptop computers that are used to request 
services from the cloud service provider. The third layer 
includes three critical subcomponents: service request 
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examiner, SLA management & resource allocation, and 
cloud service provider [1, 6, 8].  

 

2. Literature Review  

More cloud service providers are offering services 
and infrastructures that were previously restricted to a 
single provider’s data centers [9,10]. There are many 
studies conducted on the cloud-based service level 
agreement, but nobody of the researchers focused on 
monitoring the service level agreement from both the 
service providers and services consumer side of the 
services [8,11].  Cloud services are all services that are 
related to applications over the internet and hardware and 
software system in the data center that provides these 
services [11]. The term "private cloud" refers to internal 
data centers of a company or other organization that is not 
publicly accessible [8,12]. All the services delivered from 
the cloud service providers should be based on the 
agreement stated and the er service level agreements and 
are used as a guarantee for cloud service providers and 
cloud service consumers. When a service level agreement 
is violated, different kinds of problems will occur. 
Services will delay, downtime, and overloaded and as a 
result, the cloud consumers will be challenged to continue 
with the cloud services providers [13,14]. System 
administrators are lined from using sensitive information 
technology resources through the use of cryptography, 
authentication, and other techniques, and backup and log 
data are protected through the separation of administrator 
responsibilities [4,11]. Cloud Computing technology has 
a wide range of scales in which services are delivered to 
consumers through Internet connection services. In cloud 
computing, central remote servers and the Internet are 
used to host applications and data [1]. Entrust data, 
computation, and software from a user to remote services.  

 
Cloud computing and storage solutions enable users 

and businesses to store and process data in third-party data 
centers in a variety of ways. It depends on resource 
sharing to achieve network coherence and economies of 
scale. Because of the low service cost, high-performance 
computing power, scalability, availability, and 
accessibility consumers are benefited from cloud 
computing technology [15,16]. Different scholars 
attempted to develop a client-side monitoring system for 
the greenness of cloud services (Figure 1), but this 
research focuses on both client- and server-side 
monitoring and control for all services, rather than just 
green services [12,15]. 
 

 

Figure 1:   Cloud Service Delivery Model 

3. Research Methodology  

The researcher accessed different reference articles or 
reviews in the literature and cloud service providers’ 
websites. Since this is an original research study, a new 
framework was developed in which services were 
delivered under the control and measurement of the two 
parties cloud services provider and the cloud services 
consumer. The problem was identified in a good manner. 
The researcher developed the new framework after the 
problem was analyzed. Finally, the implementation of the 
framework was done using a prototype and was evaluated 
according to the given criteria. This is illustrated as 
indicated in (figure 2).  

Figure 2: Flow of the Research Methodology Procedure 
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a. Tool Selection 

The research was carried out using different tools 
like Microsoft Office for documentation, and Unified 
Modelling Languages (Figure 3). For the development of 
the prototype and simulation purposes, the researcher used 
Java programming languages and classism, respectively. 
The developed framework was evaluated based on the 
criteria. In this study, the MySQL database was used to 
store the delivered services under SLA that guided the 
primary cloud service actors [16]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Tool used in the study for the indicated purposes 

4. Framework Design & Results  

The study was mainly focused on the solutions for 
the problems that occurred during service delivery which 
related to cloud-based service level agreements (figure 4). 
According to the investigation in this study, the majority 
of cloud providers monitor and measure cloud service 
level agreements exclusively for the sake of their own 
business, which causes big challenges for cloud service 
consumers. Remarkably, the findings were impressive and 
have the potential to provide the best solution to the 
current problem. If the service level agreement is violated, 
cloud providers hide the parameters that were under the 
quality of services mentioned in the service level 
agreement, making service consumers unhappy and 
causing insight. This service level agreement is controlled 

and monitored by both cloud providers and consumers, 
rather than just the cloud service provider [8,13,17]. 

 

Figure 4: a developed framework for M&C SLA for both 
server and client-side 

 
The developed framework was composed of 

different main components like cloud service provider, 
cloud service consumer, cloud service delivery, cloud 
resources, Service level agreement, service deployment 
models, and SLA M&C (Service level agreement 
monitoring and controlling). These main components 
consist of their components. The cloud service provider is 
responsible for providing services to the cloud service 
consumer under the service level agreement [18,19]. As a 
result, the cloud provider should control the cloud-based 
resources including service level agreement. The second 
component is the cloud service consumer, who should pay 
for the services they use on a pay-per-user principle. The 
service level agreement should be monitored and 
controlled by both the cloud service consumer and cloud 
service providers in this framework. Because there are 
various issues when the service level agreement is only 
monitored and controlled from the cloud service 
provider's side. This framework was the solution for the 
challenges like a mismatch of service delivered and what 
is mentioned under the service level agreement. This 
framework was designed to address this issue by including 
a basic component known as SLA M&C (service level 
agreement monitoring and control). The cloud service 
consumer can control and monitor the service level 
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agreement by reading the service level agreement 
document from the database/data center and comparing it 
to the services delivered. This mechanism works by 
examining service quality characteristics, such as cost of 
service, service measurement, service usage, downtime, 
and bandwidth. 

 

5. Discussion 

Different researchers have done their studies on 
cloud computing service level agreement over the last 
decades. In almost all cloud computing research related to 
service level agreements, the researchers were focused on 
cloud service provider side service level agreements. But 
monitoring service level agreement from the cloud service 
provider side does not answer the questions of cloud 
consumers. Cloud service consumers should know the 
principles of pay per use should not be compromised. 
Because of different factors cloud consumers are paid 
beyond the services delivered and as a result, the service 
level agreement was violated. When the service level 
agreement is violated most of the cloud providers hide the 
issue internally and the consumers had no information 
about how much the services are delivered. This is 
because the service level agreement was monitored only 
by cloud services providers. In this research, the problems 
were identified using different mechanisms or methods 
like secondary resources (literature review) and analyzed 
in I well manner. The study was carried out using different 
tools and java programming language to develop the 
prototype. The researcher used different criteria to 
validate the developed framework i.e. to validate SLA that 
is concerned with a cloud service provider, validate what 
happened when the request from the client-side is less than 
what is specified in SLA and above what is specified in 
SLA as well as implementing the monitoring mechanism 
using the developed Monitoring component. The 
researcher observed that with the 1st and 3rd criteria the 
service level agreement was violated and this indicated 
that if the Service level agreement is monitored or 
managed only by cloud service prover, there is a violation 
of LSA.  

 
This implied that there are chances of the 

inconsistencies in resources provided to make the selves 
beneficiary beyond SLA under CSP and CSC was 
victimized while receiving services from CSP (figure 6). 
SLA M&C was used to compare the service level 
agreement signed between the two parties cloud service 
provider and cloud service consumer and the features of 
quality of services. This component makes alarms the 
cloud service consumers if the service level agreement is 

violated and the negotiation must be made with the cloud 
service provider to continue as a business partner.   

 
Therefore, the researcher recommended that the 

service level agreement should be managed by both cloud 
service provider and service consumer over the cloud 
computing environment. As a result, the researcher 
evaluated the developed framework and approved as it a 
solution for the problems mentioned in the study. 
. 

 

Figure 5: The evaluation of all the scenarios 

 

 

Figure 6: Shows SLA signed between CSC&CSP 
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6. Sample code for implementation  

import java.text.DecimalFormat; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Calendar; 
import java.util.LinkedList; 
import java.util.List; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.Cloudlet; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.CloudletSchedulerTimeShared; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.Datacenter; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.DatacenterBroker; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.DatacenterCharacteristics; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.Host; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.Log; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.Pe; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.Storage; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.UtilizationModel; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.UtilizationModelFull; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.Vm; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.VmAllocationPolicySimple; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.VmSchedulerTimeShared; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.core.CloudSim; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.provisioners.BwProvisionerSimple; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.provisioners.PeProvisionerSimple; 
import org.cloudbus.cloudsim.provisioners.RamProvisionerSimple; 
// VM description 
int vmid = 0; 
int mips = 1000; 
long size = 10000; // image size (MB) 
int ram = 512; // vm memory (MB) 
long bw = 1000; 
int pesNumber = 1; // number of cpus 
String vmm = "Xen"; // VMM name 
// Cloudlet properties 
int id = 0; 
long length = 400000; 
long fileSize = 300; 
long outputSize = 300; 
UtilizationModel utilizationModel = new UtilizationModelFull(); 
Cloudlet cloudlet = new Cloudlet(id, length, pesNumber, fileSize, outputSize, 
utilizationModel, utilizationModel, utilizationModel); 
cloudlet.setUserId(brokerId); 
cloudlet.setVmId(vmid); 
int hostId = 0; 
int ram = 2048; // host memory (MB) 
long storage = 1000000; // host storage 
int bw = 10000; 
hostList.add( 
new host(s) 
hostId, 
new RamProvisionerSimple(ram), 
new BwProvisionerSimple(bw), 
storage, 
peList, 
new VmSchedulerTimeShared(peList) 
) 
private static void printCloudletList(List<Cloudlet> list) { 
int size = list.size(); 
cloudlet cloudlet; 
String indent = “ "; 
Log.printLine(); 
Log.printLine("========== OUTPUT =========="); 
Log.printLine("Cloudlet ID" + indent + "STATUS" + indent 
+ "Data center ID" + indent + "VM ID" + indent + "Time" + indent 
+ "Start Time" + indent + "Finish Time"); 
DecimalFormat dft = new DecimalFormat("###.##"); 
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
cloudlet = list.get(i); 
Log.print(indent + cloudlet.getCloudletId() + indent + indent); 
if (cloudlet.getCloudletStatus() == Cloudlet.SUCCESS) 
Log.print("SUCCESS"); 
Log.printLine(indent + indent + cloudlet.getResourceId() 
+ indent + indent + indent + cloudlet.getVmId() 
+ indent + indent+ dft.format(cloudlet.getActualCPUTime()) + indent + 
dft.format(cloudlet.getExecStartTime())  + indent + 
indent+ dft.format(cloudlet.getFinishTime())); 
} 
} 

} 

7. Conclusion  

Cloud service providers have controlled systems or 
mentoring tools that ignore the calculation and do not take 
into account service defects. The main objective of the 
study was to remove the monopolization of controlling 
and monitoring cloud service level agreements by cloud 
service providers and to create the possibility of 
monitoring and controlling from both cloud service 
providers and cloud service consumers. So the researcher 
achieved what is specified as a projective during the study. 
During this study, the researcher used different tools and 
programming languages, including database servers. This 
framework component is used to monitor and control by 
comparing the services stated in the service level 
agreement and the services delivered to the cloud service 
consumer using different measurements, as demonstrated 
in a prototype implementation. Both the cloud service 
provider and cloud service consumers can monitor the 
delivered service to the consumer by considering the 
defects such as cost, downtime, service delay, and 
overloading. The cloud service consumer can control and 
monitor the service level agreement by comparing 
delivered services including quality of service, availability, 
and so on with the stated agreement under the service level 
agreement. As a result, this framework created a new 
knowledge base to provide consumers with transparency 
in monitoring and controlling cloud-based service level 
agreements. As a result, the researcher evaluated the 
developed framework and approved as it a solution for the 
problems mentioned in the study. 
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